The National Committee endorses this figure except for changes below:
1. New Figure 2E-A added
The National Committee endorses this figure except for changes below:
1. Rename Figure 2E-10 to Figure 2E-B.

Figure 2E-B.
The National Committee endorses this figure except for changes below:

1. Rename Figure 2E-9 to Figure 2E-C.

Figure 2E-C.
The National Committee endorses this figure except for changes below:

1. Rename Figure 2E-8 to Figure 2E-D.

**Figure 2E-D**  
Guide Signs for a Freeway Split with Dedicated Lanes
The National Committee endorses this figure except for changes below:
1. Rename Figure 2E-6 to Figure 2E-E.
The National Committee endorses this figure except for changes below:
1. New Figure 2E-F added.
The National Committee endorses this figure except for changes below:
1. Rename Figure 2E-4 to Figure 2E-G.
The National Committee endorses this figure except for changes below:
1. New Figure 2E-H added.

**Figure 2E-H**

Example of Diagrammatic Signs for a Two Lane Exit with an Option Lane for a Freeway to Freeway Interchange

- RAMP TO SR 24
- EXIT 301
- NORTH 47
- Franklyn
- MARION
- EXIT ONLY
- NORTH 47
- 24 EAST
- Franklyn
- Marlon
- EXIT 301
- NORTH 47
- 24 EAST
- Franklyn
- Marlon
- 1 MILE
The National Committee endorses this figure except for changes below:

1. New Figure 2E-I added.
The National Committee endorses this figure except for changes below:

1. New Figure 2E-J.